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Abstract

In this article we review several approaches to study the spatial stiffness matrix. These include the princi-
pal screws of Ball, Loňcaríc’s normal form and the compliance axes of Patterson and Lipkin. In addition
we reintroduce the invariants found by von Mises in the 1920s. We attempt to describe the work in a
common mathematical framework and to make connections between the different viewpoints.

1 Introduction

This article collects together some well known and some less well known results concerning the structure
of the spatial stiffness matrix. The idea is to present all of this work in a common framework and notation
so that it becomes clear how the different views relate to each other.

Historically Ball [1] was probably the first to look at the problem, using screw theory. He defined six
principal screw which are the solution to a simple eigenvalue problem.

In the 1920s Richard von Mises [2], a student of Study, looked again at the problem. This time as an
application of his ”motor calculus”. Von Mises was able to describe a system of 15 invariants of the stiffness
matrix. These invariants completely determine the stiffness matrix up to an overall rigid transformation.
Sadly the English-speaking world has neglected this work.

It was not until the late 1980s that significant work began again in this area, Josip Lončaríc [3], a student
of Brockett, described a normal form for the stiffness matrix. That is, almost all spatial stiffness matrices
can be transformed into a fairly simple shape by applying a suitable rigid transformation.

Most recently, Patterson and Lipkin [4, 5] have introduced the idea of force-compliant and torque-
compliant axes. These were derived from ideas studied by Dimentberg citeDimentberg in the 1960s. Fur-
ther, Patterson and Lipkin, made important contributions to the case where the stiffness matrix determines
a stable equilibrium configuration of the rigid body.

These ideas are relevant to the study of compliant grasps. In this context Lin, Burdick and Rimon [6]
attempted to define a quality measure for a compliant grasp. This was based on the stiffness matrix of the
system and some simple geometric properties of the grasped object. This work independently found similar
results to that of Patterson and Lipkin. Another approach in this area was given by Bruyninckx, Demy and
Kumar [7], here the stiffness matrix of the system was combined with an arbitrary inertia matrix to produce
invariants. These ideas seem to be most appropriate when the inertia matrix can be identified with the inertia
matrix of the grasped object.
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The general setting is as follows. Consider a rigid body subject to a potential field. This potential may
have any cause, electrical, magnetic, gravitational and so forth, but perhaps the main motivation is the case
where the potential is due to a number of springs. These might even be the compliant fingers of a robot
gripper.

The potential function is a function on the group of rigid body motionsSE(3), as the body translates or
rotates the potential changes in general. The force and torque can be combined into a single 6-dimensional
vector called a wrench. The wrench on the body due to the potential is given by the gradient of the potential
as usual,

W = −dΦ

This implies that wrenches are cotangent vectors. In fact, since the configuration manifold of a rigid body
is a Lie group, we can think of wrenches as elements of the dual to the Lie algebra.

At an equilibrium configuration, whereW = 0, the Hessian of the potential energy defines a symmetric
tensor. This is the stiffness matrix,K.

In partitioned form the stiffness matrix has the form:

K =
(

Ξ Γ
ΓT Υ

)
In particular cases where the potential is given explicitly the stiffness matrix can be derived directly from
the potential by differentiating, see [8] for example.

The stiffness matrix maps twists to wrenches. A twist here is a small displacement, an element of the
Lie algebra ofSE(3). In a Cartesian coordinate frame we can partition twists into an angular displacement
ω, and a linear displacementv. So the full six-dimensional twist is given bysT = (ωT , vT ). These vectors
will also be called screws here. The wrench is also a six-dimensional vector, but this time an element of the
dual to the Lie algebra. In the same coordinate system, we can partition the wrenches into force and torque
vectors,WT = (τT , FT ). Thus to produce a small displacementsT = (ωT , vT ), the wrench we must
apply is given by, (

τ
F

)
= K

(
ω
v

)
Alternatively, we can interpret this formula as giving us the displacement produced by a specified wrench.

Hence, if the motion of the body is given by a twists2 when a twists1 is applied, the work done is given
by the bilinear form,

Work = sT2 Ks1

The stiffness matrix has much in common with the inertia matrix for a rigid body. Like the inertia
matrix it is a6 × 6 symmetric matrix. However, whereas the inertia matrix is fairly tightly constrained by
mechanics, the stiffness matrix can be any6× 6 symmetric matrix, depending on the potential.

2 Lončarić Normal Form

A rigid change of coordinates transforms the stiffness matrix according to,

K ′ = HTKH

whereH is a rigid transformation with the partitioned form,

H =
(
R 0
TR R

)
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hereR is a3×3 rotation matrix andT is an anti-symmetric matrix representing the translation,Tx = t×x
for any 3-vectorx. This can be derived from the transformation properties of the twist and wrench, the
transformation of the stiffness matrix has to be chosen so that the work given in the section above is a scalar,
that is independent of coordinate transformations. The transformation relation for the stiffness matrix is, of
course, exactly the same as that for the inertia matrix of a rigid body.

In terms of the3× 3 submatrices the transformation relations can be written as,

Ξ′ = RTΞR+RTΓTR−RTTΓTR−RTTΥTR
Γ′ = RTΓR−RTTΥR
Υ′ = RTΥR

In [3], Lončaríc showed that it was almost always possible to choose coordinates so that the submatricesΞ
andΥ are symmetric and the matrixΓ is diagonal.

To see this, Loňcaríc split Γ into its symmetric and anti-symmetric parts,Γs = 1
2 (Γ + ΓT ) andΓa =

1
2 (Γ−ΓT ). The anti-symmetric partΓa, can be written as a 3-dimensional vector and in this representation
it has the transformation properties:

2γ′a = R(2γa − Tr(Υ)I3t + Υt)

wheret is the vector corresponding to the anti-symmetric matrixT , that is the translation vector. Now we
can sett to be the solution to the system of linear equations,

(Tr(Υ)I3 −Υ)t = 2γa

when this is possible the anti-symmetric matrixΓ′a will be zero and henceΓ′ itself will be symmetric. Now
we can choose the rotation matrixR in the usual way to diagonaliseΓ′. This procedure will only fail when
(Tr(Υ)I3 −Υ) is singular, that is whenTr(Υ) is and eigenvalue ofΥ. In all other cases we will be able to
produce a stiffness matrix withΞ andΥ symmetric andΓ diagonal.

This is not the only possible normal form, notice that after we have chosenT to makeΓ symmetric as
above, we could have chosenR to diagonaliseΥ or Ξ.

Notice that, unlike the case of inertia matrices, if the submatrixΓ is antisymmetric in some coordinate
frame that doesn’t necessarily mean that we can transform it to be zero. This is essentially because the
combinationTΥ that occurs in the transformation law forΓ is not necessarily antisymmetric.

A related question is, under what circumstances can we transformΓ so that it becomes antisymmetric?
To do this we would have to solve:

(Γ− TΥ) + (ΓT + ΥT ) = 0

for the elements of the antisymmetric matrixT . Now if we rotate the frame so thatΥ is diagonal which is
always possible, then the equations we have to solve become,

γ11 = 0 (u11 − u22)tz = γ12 + γ21

γ22 = 0 (u33 − u11)ty = γ13 + γ31

γ33 = 0 (u22 − u33)tx = γ23 + γ32

where theγijs are entries ofΓ, uij are the entries inΥ andtα are the components of the translationT .
The first three equations here give us conditions for the transformation to exist while the final three give the
components of the translation.
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3 Von Mises’ Invariants

Rather than describe a normal form for stiffness matrices, we could look for invariant functions of the matrix
entries. That is, functions whose values do not depend on the coordinate frame in which the stiffness matrix
is expressed. For example the determinant ofK is an invariant sincedet(H) = 1. In [2] von Mises found
15 invariants and showed that this gave an exhaustive list for the basis of all possible invariants on the space
of stiffness matrices.

It is well known that the two matrices,

Q0 =
(

0 I3
I3 0

)
, and Q∞ =

(
I3 0
0 0

)
are invariant under the action of the group of rigid body motions. That is,HTQ0H = Q0 andHTQ∞H =
Q∞. Moreover any matrix with this property has the form,λQ0 + µQ∞ for some constantsλ, µ, see [9]
for example. So we have that,

det
(
HTKH − λQ0 − µQ∞

)
= det(HT ) det

(
K − λQ0 − µQ∞

)
det(H) =

det
(
K − λQ0 − µQ∞

)
.

This gives an invariant polynomial on the variablesλ andµ. Now, sinceλ andµ are arbitrary the coefficient
of each monomial inλ andµ are invariant with respect to rigid motions.

det
(
K − λQ0 − µQ∞

)
= −λ6 + b1λ

5 − (b2 + a1µ)λ4 + (b3 + b′3µ)λ3−
(b4 − b′4µ+ a2µ

2)λ2 + (b5 − b′5µ+ b′′5µ
2)λ+ b6 − b′6µ+ b′′6µ

2 − a3µ
3

The 15 coefficientai, bi and so forth, are the von Mises’ invariants.
It is possible to find expressions for these invariants in terms of sums of sub-determinants ofK. This

can be done by taking derivatives of the expression above and then settingλ = µ = 0. For example, if we
simply setλ = µ = 0 without any differentiation we have that,

b6 = det(K)

Similarly, if we differentiate with respect toµ three times and then setµ = λ = 0 we get,

1
3!

∂3

∂µ3
det
(
K − λQ0 − µQ∞

)∣∣∣
µ=λ=0

= det
(
−I3 Γ

0 Υ

)
Hence we have that,a3 = det(Υ). A complete list of these invariants is given in the appendix.

In the following three subsections we look at examples of other invariants which occur naturally in the
study of the stiffness matrix and show how these can be written in terms of the von Mises’ invariants.

3.1 Lončarić’s Invariant

In the derivation of the Loňcaríc normal form above we encountered the quantity,det(Tr(Υ)I3 −Υ). This
quantity had to be non-zero in order that the Lončaríc normal form could be found. It is not difficult to see
that this quantity is invariant with respect to rigid coordinate transformations, so we will call it the Lončaríc
invariant and write it asL = det(Tr(Υ)I3 − Υ). The question we seek to answer here is: What isL in
terms of the von Mises invariants?
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Choose a normal form for the stiffness matrix where the submatrixΥ is diagonal,

Υ =

u11 0 0
0 u22 0
0 0 u33


Alternatively, we could think of the matrix entriesu11, u22 andu33 as the eigenvalues ofΥ. Now, for this
matrix we can simply calculate,

L = u2
11(u22 + u33) + u2

22(u11 + u33) + u2
33(u11 + u33) + 2u11u22u33

Also a simple computation confirms that, in terms of the von Mises’ invariants we have,

L = a1a2 − a3

Although this relation was derived in a particular coordinate system it relates invariants and hence must be
valid in all coordinate frames.

3.2 Force-Compliance Invariants

In a later section of this work we will encounter a condition for force-compliant axes to exist. This is given
by the vanishing of the quantity,vTΓv, wherev is a unit length eigenvector ofΥ. Hence we have three
quantities,

f1 = vT1 Γv1, f2 = vT2 Γv2, f3 = vT3 Γv3

corresponding to the three eigenvectors ofΥ. It is not difficult to see that these quantities are invariant with
respect to rotation. In fact the quantities are also invariant with respect to translation, to see this consider
an arbitrary translation given byT . So in the new coordinatesΓ′ = Γ − TΥ. Since the eigenvectorsvi is
unchanged by a translation we have,

f ′i = vTi Γ′vi
= vTi Γvi − vTi TΥvi
= vTi Γvi − ηivTi Tvi
= vTi Γvi

Hereηi is the eigenvalue corresponding tovi and the last term vanishes becauseT is antisymmetric. We
will call these invariant thef -invariants.

Now since we can always permute the axes with a rotation, we cannot expect to find thesef -invariants
themselves as functions of the von Mises invariants. Rather we look for symmetric polynomials in the
invariants. Choose a normal form forK with Γ symmetric andΥ diagonal. So the three eigenvectors ofΥ
lie along the coordinate axes. Thef -invariants now comprise the diagonal elements ofΓ, fi = vTi Γvi. If
we writeη1, η2 andη3 for the eigenvalues ofΥ, that is the diagonal entries ofΥ in this coordinate system,
then evaluating the determinants in the appendix, we have the following results for some of the von Mises’
invariants,

f1 + f2 + f3 =
1
2
b1

(η2 + η3)f1 + (η3 + η1)f2 + (η1 + η2)f3 =
1
2
b′3

η2η3f1 + η3η1f2 + η1η2f3 =
1
2
b′′5
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We will look at these invariants again is section 5.1, here we simply note that we can express them in terms
of the von Mises’ invariants.

3.3 Simplification

In some circumstances it is possible to reduce the stiffness matrix to a simpler form than the Lončaríc normal
form. For example it may be possible to diagonalise the stiffness matrix using a rigid body transformation.
This will only be possible when some particular relation holds amongst the entries of the stiffness matrix.
These relations will be independent of the coordinate frame since they express the fact that the matrix can
be brought into some particular form by a rigid coordinate transformation. Hence, it must be possible to
write the relations as relations among the von Mises’ invariants.

Finding the relation is generally hard, it is very similar to the problem of finding conditions for polyno-
mials to factorise. However, in simple cases it is possible.

Suppose we were interested in the conditions under which the stiffness matrix has a centre of compli-
ance. There are several different definitions of a centre of compliance in the literature but here we mean the
classical case. That is, a point where small torques produce rotations about the same axis and where forces
applied to the point produce translations in the same direction as the forces. Such a stiffness matrix must be
transformable to the form,

K =
(
αI3 0
0 βI3

)
for some constantsα andβ, see [8] for example.

The von Mises’ invariants for the simplified matrix are,

det(K − λQ0 − µQ∞) = −(λ2 + µβ − αβ)3

Expanding the right-hand side gives the following polynomial inµ andλ,

−λ6 − (3βµ− 3αβ)λ4 − (3α2β2 − 6αβ2µ+ 3β2µ2)λ2 + α3β3 − 3α2β3µ+ 3αβ3µ2 − β3µ3

From this we can read-off the von Mises’ invariants,

b1 = 0 b′5 = 0
b2 = −3αβ b′6 = 3α2β3

b3 = 0 b′′5 = 0
b4 = 3α2β2 b′′6 = 3αβ3

b5 = 0 a1 = 3β
b6 = α3β3 a2 = 3β2

b′3 = 0 a3 = β3

b′4 = 6αβ2

Now it is a simple matter to derive relations among the von Mises’ invariants which are necessary
conditions for an arbitrary stiffness matrix to have a centre of compliance. Clearly we must have,

b1 = 0, b3 = 0, b5 = 0, b′3 = 0, b′5 = 0, b′′5 = 0

and

3b4 − b22 = 0, 27b6 + b32 = 0, 3b′4 + 2a1b2 = 0, 9b′6 − a1b
2
2 = 0, 9b′′6 + a2

1b2 = 0
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and finally,
3a2 − a2

1 = 0, 27a3 − a3
1 = 0

It remains to show that these are also sufficient conditions for the matrix to have a compliance centre.
To do this consider the final pair of equations3a2 − a2

1 = 0 and27a3 − a3
1 = 0, when satisfied these

conditions ensure that the eigenvalues ofΥ are all the same and hence thatΥ = βI3 for some constant
β. Now this relation will hold in any coordinate system so we can rotate and translate coordinates without
changing this form and transform the stiffness matrix to the Lončaríc frame whereΓ will be diagonal. It is
simple to check that the condition given in section 3.1 for the Lončaríc frame to exist is satisfied so long as
β 6= 0.

So let us assume thatΓ = diag(γ11, γ22, γ33). The relationb1 = 0 now becomes,γ11 + γ22 + γ33 = 0.
Notice that, ifΥ = βI3 andTr(Γ) = 0 then the relationsb′3 = 0 andb′′5 = 0 are automatically satisfied.
Next we turn to the relation9b′′6 + a2

1b2 = 0. We may evaluate this using the form we have so far, that is
Υ = βI3 andΓ = diag(γ11, γ22, γ33). For example, using the result in the appendix we have,

b2 = (γ2
11 + γ2

22 + γ2
33) + 4(γ11γ22 + γ22γ33 + γ33γ11)− β(x11 + x22 + x33)

The original relation gives,

9b′′6 + a2
1b2 = 36β2(γ11γ22 + γ22γ33 + γ33γ11) = 0

If this relation is satisfied we see that the relation3b′4 + 2a1b2 = 0 is automatically satisfied.
The relationsb3 = 0 andb′5 = 0 can be combined form the relation3b′5 + a1b3 = 0 and in terms of our

form for the stiffness matrix this becomes,

3b′5 + a1b3 = 0 = 24γ11γ22γ33 = 0

As long asβ 6= 0 the three relations,

γ11 + γ22 + γ33 = 0, γ11γ22 + γ22γ33 + γ33γ11 = 0, γ11γ22γ33 = 0

imply that,
γ11 = γ22 = γ33 = 0

and hence thatΓ = 0.
Finally, if Υ = βI3 andΓ = 0 the relations,3b4 − b22 = 0 and27b6 + b32 = 0 are simply relations for

the rotational invariants ofΞ and, exactly like the relations forΥ, these relations imply that the eigenvalues
of Ξ are identical (in this coordinate frame). Hence,Ξ = αI3 for some constantα, and of course this will
be true in all coordinate frames.

In conclusion we have shown that the seven relations,

3a2 − a2
1 = 0, 27a3 − a3

1 = 0,
b1 = 0, 9b′′6 + a2

1b2 = 0, 3b′5 + a1b3 = 0,
3b4 − b22 = 0, 27b6 + b32 = 0

are sufficient for the stiffness matrix to have a compliance centre.
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4 Ball’s Principal Screws

In his famous treatise [1], Ball introduced what he termed the principal screws of potential. The idea behind
these screws was the following, suppose the rigid body is in an equilibrium configuration, now we displace
it by a small amount given by a screws the forces and torques generated by the potential form a wrench.
Now for the principal screws of the potential the displacement screw and the wrench will have the same
line of action and the same pitch. In the current notation this can be expressed as,

Ks = λQ0s

Notice that this is essentially an eigenvector problem with the constantλ as eigenvalues. In the modern
literature these constants are often called eigenstiffnesses. They are the solutions to the characteristic equa-
tion,

det(K − λQ0) = 0

hence we expect six solutions in general and correspondingly six principal screwss — sometimes called
eigenscrews.

4.1 General Properties

Many results on the eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix can be transferred quite simply to the principal
screws. However, there are some surprises.

An example of the first case is that principal screws with different eigenstiffnesses are reciprocal,
sTi Q0sj = 0. This is just like the fact that the eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix are orthogonal. To
prove it we write,

Ksi = λiQ0si, Ksj = λjQ0sj

for the two principal screws. Then we premultiply by the transpose of the other principal screw to get,

sTj Ksi = λisTj Q0si, sTi Ksj = λjsTi Q0sj

Now since bothK andQ0 are symmetric we have thatsTj Ksi = sTi Ksj andsTj Q0si = sTi Q0sj . So we
can subtract one equation from the other to give,

(λi − λj)sTi Q0sj = 0

by hypothesisλi 6= λj so we must have that,

sTi Q0sj = 0

By a very similar argument we also have that

sTi Ksj = 0

Ball called screws satisfying this relation “conjugate screws of potential”.
A slightly surprising result is that the principal screws don’t necessarily exist. Contrast this with the case

of symmetric matrices where we are guaranteed a full set of eigenvectors. This is because the eigenvalues
are always real. This is not the case here, it is possible that the eigenstiffnesses are complex in which case
no real principal screw exists. However, we can learn something by following the proof for the eigenvectors
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case. We begin by assuming that the eigenstiffness and principal screw are complex, we pair the defining
equation for the principal screw with its complex conjugate,

s†Ks = λs†Q0s

here† is the Hermitian conjugate,s† = (s∗)T . Now since bothK andQ0 are symmetric and real we have
that, (

s†Ks
)∗

= s†Ks, and
(
s†Q0s

)∗
= s†Q0s

That is these quantities are real. Now ifs†Q0s 6= 0 we may divide by it and show thatλ is real. However,
Q0 is not positive definite and hences†Q0s may vanish. In other words complex principal screws can only
be complex lines,s†Q0s = 0 i.e. pitch 0 screws. Moreover since complex eigenstiffnesses will always
appear in complex conjugate pairs the corresponding complex eigenstiffnesses will be a pair of complex
conjugate lines.

We will see later that for stiffness matrices corresponding to stable equilibrium configurations a full set
of principal screws always exists, that is, they are all real and hence all the eigenstiffnesses are also real.

4.2 Invariants and Expansions

From the definition of the principal screws given above, it is clear that some of the von Mises invariant can
be expressed in terms of the eigenstiffnesses,

b1 =
6∑
i=1

λi, b2 =
∑

1≤i<j≤6

λiλj , · · · , b6 = λ1λ2λ3λ4λ5λ6

In fact these results will always hold since any complex solutions of the characteristic equation forλ will
always occur in complex conjugate pairs.

When a full set of eigenvectors do exist we can expand the stiffness matrix as,

K =
6∑
i=1

λi
2ωi · vi

Q0sisTi Q0

wheresTi = (ωTi , vTi ) is thei-th eigenscrew with eigenstiffnessλi. This expansion is possible because the
eigenscrews are mutually reciprocal. A similar expansion would be always possible if we allowed complex
eigenstiffnesses and eigenscrews.

For the partitioned form of the stiffness matrix we can write the expansion as,(
Ξ Γ

ΓT Υ

)
=

6∑
i=1

λi
2ωi · vi

(
vivTi viωTi
ωivTi ωiω

T
i

)
The pitches of the eigenscrews are also invariant and hence we expect to be able to find expressions for

them in terms of the von Mises’ invariants. The pitch of thei-th eigenscrew is given by,

πi =
ωi · vi
ωi · ωi
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From the expansion above we can see that,

a1 = Tr(Υ) =
1
2

6∑
i=1

λi
πi

and also confirm that,

b1 = 2 Tr(Γ) =
6∑
i=1

λi

We can also find,Tr(ΥΓ) by observing,

Tr(ΥΓ) =
6∑
i=1

6∑
j=1

λiλj
4(ωi · vi)(ωj · vj)

Tr(ωiωTi vjωTj )

Now, Tr(ωiωTi vjωTj ) = Tr(ωTj ωiω
T
i vj) = (ωj · ωi)(ωi · vj). Wheni 6= j we get pairs of terms,

λiλj
4(ωi · vi)(ωj · vj)

(ωj · ωi)(ωi · vj + ωj · vk) = 0

These terms vanish because different eigenscrews are reciprocal. Hence we have the result,

a1b1 − b′3 = 2 Tr(ΥΓ) =
6∑
i=1

λ2
i

2πi

Again, this is a relation among invariants and hence is valid for any coordinate system. Clearly, it would be
possible to obtain several similar results by examining invariants such asTr(Υ2Γ).

Finally here, we derive a relation between the principal screws and the origin of the Lončaríc frame. In
the Loňcaríc frame the submatrixΓ will be symmetric so that,

6∑
i=1

λi
ωi · vi

(viωTi − ωivTi ) = 0

A short application of the vector triple product rule shows that the matrix,vωT − ωvT is the3 × 3 anti-
symmetric matrix corresponding to the vectorv × ω. So we can write the above relation as,

6∑
i=1

λi
ωi · vi

vi × ωi = 0

Now let us writevi = ri × ωi + πiωi whereri is a point on the axis of theith principal screw. We can
always choose these points so thatri · ωi = 0 and now substituting in the relation above gives,

6∑
i=1

λi
πi

ri = 0

With a different choice of origin this relation will not hold. So the origin of the Lončaríc has some signifi-
cance for the principal screws.
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4.3 Some Special Cases

Finally here, we look at some special cases for the pitches and dispositions of the eigenscrews.
Is it possible for an eigenscrew to be a pure translation? The equation,(

Ξ Γ
ΓT Υ

)(
0
v

)
= λ

(
v
0

)
shows that this can only happen ifΥ is singular,det(Υ) = 0. This condition is necessary but not sufficient.
We must also have thatv is an eigenvalue of the3 × 3 matrix Γ and further thatv lies in the null space of
Υ.

We can also ask when can a principal screw have zero pitch? This can be answered in a similar manner
by considering the equation, (

Ξ Γ
ΓT Υ

)(
ω
0

)
= λ

(
0
ω

)
From this we can see that we must haveω as and eigenvector ofΓT lying in the null space ofΞ. That is, a
principal screw can only be a pure rotation ifΞ is singular.

Next we consider the possibility of parallel principal screws. Let two such screws be,

s1 =
(

ω
r1 × ω + π1ω

)
, s2 =

(
ω

r2 × ω + π2ω

)
The relationsT1 Q0s2 = 0 reduces to(π1 + π2)ω · ω = 0. Hence this can only happen if the pitches of the
principal screws are equal and opposite.

Lastly, can two principal screws have axes which pass through the same point? Consider the screws,

s1 =
(

ω1

r× ω1 + π1ω1

)
, s2 =

(
ω2

r× ω2 + π2ω2

)
Now the fact that the screws must be reciprocal becomes,(π1 + π2)ω1 · ω2 = 0. So two principal screws
which pass through the same point have either orthogonal axes or opposite pitches.

5 Compliance Axes

In [4, 5] Patterson and Lipkin introduced the concepts of force-compliant and torque-compliant axes. These
were related to older ideas contained in Dimentberg [10]. The reason for introducing these axes was essen-
tially a practical one, Patterson and Lipkin wanted to generalise structures like the remote centre compliance
wrist.

5.1 Force-Compliant Axes

Force-compliant axes satisfies, (
Ξ Γ

ΓT Υ

)(
0
v

)
= η

(
c× v

v

)
a small translation in the direction of the axis produces a pure force along the axis. Notice here, in contrast
with the principal screws of Ball, a infinite pitch motion produces a pitch 0 wrench. Clearlyv must be an
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eigenvector ofΥ, so we have three orthogonal candidates. Such an axis exists if and only if we can find a
pointc through which the axis passes. We have three linear equations forc,

ηc× v = Γv

these equations are not independent, sincev · (c × v) = 0. Hence we have a consistency condition for an
eigenvector ofΥ to be a force-compliant axis,

vTΓv = 0

Therefore, we may have no force-compliant axes, 1, 2 or 3 force-compliant axes. Further, if two or
all three eigenvectors ofΥ coincide then it is possible that any vector in the eigenspace ofΥ could be the
direction for a force-compliant axis.

In section 3.2, we defined thef -invariants of the stiffness matrix. Here we can see that the vanishing of
the thef -invariants determine the number of force-compliant axes. Clearly, ifb1 = b′3 = b′′5 = 0 then all
thef -invariants vanish and we must have 3 force compliant axes. To find the condition for a single force
compliant axis to exist we can solve the equations given in section 3.2 forf1, f2 andf3 and then form the
product,f1f2f3, certainly this will vanish if and only if one or more of thef -invariants is zero. The solution
to the linear equations for thef -invariants is,

2∆f1 = (b1η2
1 − b′3η1 + b′′5)(η2 − η3)

2∆f2 = (b1η2
2 − b′3η2 + b′′5)(η1 − η3)

2∆f3 = (b1η2
3 − b′3η3 + b′′5)(η1 − η2)

where the determinant∆ = (η1 − η2)(η1 − η3)(η2 − η3) and theηis are the eigenvalues ofΥ. Note that
if the stiffness matrix has a centre of compliance as in section 3.3, then∆ = 0 and we cannot find the
f -invariants this way. However, in such a case it is simple to see that these invariants will all be zero since
Γ = 0.

If we multiply these equations together we get a polynomial in the von Mises’ invariantsb1, b
′
3 andb′′5

whose coefficients are symmetric polynomials in theηis. These symmetric polynomials in the eigenvalues
of Υ can also be written in terms of von Mises invariants since,

a1 = η1 + η2 + η3

a2 = η1η2 + η2η3 + η3η1

a3 = η1η2η3

After a fairly lengthy calculation we obtain the result,

8∆2f1f2f3 = a2
3b

3
1 − a3b

′
3 + b′′35 + (a2

1 − a2)b1b′′25 − a1b
′
3b
′′2
5

+(a2
2 − a1a3)b21b

′′
5 + a2b

′2
3 b
′′
5 + a1a3b1b

′2
3 − a2a3b

2
1b
′′
5 − (a1a2 − 3a3)b1b′3b

′′
5

When all the eigenvalues ofΥ are different the vanishing of this invariant indicates the existence of a force
compliant axis.

Now suppose that we had three force-compliant axes. In the coordinates whereΥ is diagonal, all the
diagonal entries ofΓ must vanish. Recall from section 2 above, that this means that we can translate the
coordinate frame to a location whereΓ is antisymmetric. Say that in this location we have,Γ = P whereP
is the antisymmetric matrix corresponding to a pointp. For each of the force compliant axes the point1

ηi
p
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lies on the axis. So the force compliant axes all meet a common line. This doesn’t place any restriction on
the disposition of the lines, however we can say a little more aboutp. The equations for the force compliant
axes now become,

p× v1 = η1c1 × v1, p× v2 = η2c2 × v2, p× v3 = η3c3 × v3

and hence we have that,

p− η1c1 = α1v1, p− η2c2 = α2v2, p− η3c3 = α3v3

where theαis are constants. Now we can choose the pointsci on the axes so that their position vectors are
normal to the direction of their axes,ci · vi = 0. Dotting each of the above equations with the appropriate
vi and noting that thevis form and orthonormal set of unit vectors we have that,p = α1v1 +α2v2 +α3v3.
Finally we can add the three equations given above to get the relation,

p =
1
2

(η1c1 + η2c2 + η3c3)

5.2 Torque-Compliant Axes

We can treat torque-compliant axes in a similar fashion. Here a small rotation about an axis produces a pure
torque about the axis. The can be written,(

Ξ Γ
ΓT Υ

)(
ω

r× ω

)
= µ

(
ω
0

)
Assuming theΥ is non-singular, which is certainly the case in a stable equilibrium configuration. then we
can eliminate the term inr× ω to give an eigenvalue equation,(

Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT
)
ω = µω.

Soω must be an eigenvector of the symmetric matrix
(
Ξ−ΓΥ−1ΓT

)
. The consistency equation now reads,

ωTΥ−1ΓTω = 0

Notice that the combination
(
Ξ − ΓΥ−1ΓT

)
, is invariant with respect to translations and transforms like

a standard3 × 3 symmetric matrix under rotations. Hence, the three rotational invariants of this matrix,
the eigenvalues or equivalently the trace, determinant and the sum of2 × 2 principal minors, should be
expressible in terms of the von Mises’ invariants. Note that these invariants and the rotational invariants of
Υ were introduced in [6].

Another way of looking at this is to observe that the definition for the torque-compliant axes can be
written as,

Ks = µQ∞s

The solutions to this eigenvalue problem will only be torque-compliant axes if they are lines, that is if they
satisfy,sTQ0s = 0. The eigenvaluesµ are clearly the solutions to the characteristic equation,

b6 − b′6µ+ b′′6µ
2 − a3µ

3 = 0
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where the coefficients are von Mises’ invariants. However, it is clear that solutions to this equations will
also be solutions to the equation,

det
(
Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT − µI3

)
= 0

and vice versa. Hence, up to a constant factor the coefficients will be the same. It is not difficult to see that
we will have,

b6 = a3 det
(
Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT

)
, b′6 = a3Θ

(
Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT

)
, b′′6 = a3 Tr

(
Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT

)
whereΘ denotes the sum of2× 2 principal minors. These results can also be derived by observing that,(

Ξ− µI3 Γ
ΓT Υ

)(
I3 0

−Υ−1ΓT I3

)
=
(

Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT − µI3 Γ
0 Υ

)
Taking determinants we get,

det(K − µQ∞) = det(Υ) det(Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT − µI3)

We have an interesting special case here. SupposeΥ−1ΓT = −T an antisymmetric matrix. Certainly
any vector would satisfy the consistency conditions and hence we would have 3 torque compliant axes.
However, when this holds we have,Γ − TΥ = 0, in other words there exists a choice of origin for which
Γ′ = 0. In which case the torque-compliant axes are eigenvectors forΞ′ and all pass through the origin.

The definitions of the force and torque-compliant axes may seem a little unsymmetrical at first sight.
When the stiffness matrix is non-singular we may invert it to obtain the compliance matrixC = K−1, of the
system. In terms of the compliance matrix the force compliant axes may be defined as lines(c× vT ,vT )T

which satisfy,

C

(
c× v

v

)
= η′Q′∞

(
c× v

v

)
Here,Q′∞ = Q0Q∞Q0 is the appropriate invariant for compliance matrices. The symmetry of the defini-
tions and their coordinate invariance in now clear.

5.3 Force/Torque-Compliant Axes

Suppose we have a force and a torque-compliant axis which share the same axis. This would mean that the
following relations are satisfied simultaneously,(

Ξ Γ
ΓT Υ

)(
0
v

)
= η

(
c× v

v

)
,

(
Ξ Γ

ΓT Υ

)(
v

c× v

)
= µ

(
v
0

)
Now, if we assume thatµ andη are both positive, we may take±√µ time the first relation and

√
η times

the second to give,(
Ξ Γ

ΓT Υ

){
±√µ

(
0
v

)
+
√
η

(
v

c× v

)}
= µ

√
η

(
v
0

)
± η√µ

(
c× v

v

)

= ±√ηµ
(

0 I3
I3 0

){
±√µ

(
0
v

)
+
√
η

(
v

c× v

)}
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The result is a pair of principal screws with exactly the same axis but with opposite eigenstiffnesses and and
pitches. Clearly the eigenstiffnesses are±√ηµ and the pitches are±

√
µ/η.

We shall see in the following section that if the stiffness matrix refers to a stable equilibrium position
then the eigenvaluesµ andη certainly will be positive. But of course, in general, we are not guaranteed
such a configuration of compliance axes.

Notice that the argument given above is completely reversible. So that if we have a pair of eigens-
tiffnesses on the same axis with equal but opposite eigenstiffness and pitches then there will be a force-
compliant axis and a torque compliant axis on the same line.

Suppose we had a stiffness matrix with a pair of force/torque compliant axes. Let us write the corre-
sponding principal screws as,

s±1 =
( √

η1v1

±√µ1v1 +
√
η1c1 × v1

)
, s±2 =

( √
η2v2

±√µ2v2 +
√
η2c2 × v2

)
Sincev1 andv2 are orthogonal the fact that the principal screws are reciprocal reduces to,

(s±1 )TQ0s±2 = 2
√
η1η2(c1 − c2) · (v1 × v2) = 0

Now, assuming that neitherη1 nor η2 are zero, this means that a line joining any pair of points on the axes
of the two principal screws must be perpendicular to the vector perpendicular to both axes. This can only
happen if the axes are coplanar and hence in the axes meet at a point.

When we have three force/torque axes, each pair of principal screws must have coplanar axes and hence
all three axes will meet at a common point. By choosing the origin to be at this common intersection
and aligning the coordinate axes with the mutually perpendicular force/torque axes we see that in this
coordinate frame the stiffness matrix will be diagonal. Moreover, it is simple to show that if the stiffness
matrix is diagonal then it will have three force/torque axes, hence this property completely characterises the
diagonalisable stiffness matrices.

6 Stability

In general, we are usually most interested in configurations of the rigid body which are stable. That is to
say, local minima of the potential functions. For stable equilibria we can say a little more about the structure
of the stiffness matrix. Most of the ideas in this section can be found in Patterson and Lipkin [4, 5].

Another interpretation of stability here is that to move the body a small amount from equilibrium re-
quires work to be done on the body. Hence, we must have,

sTKs > 0

for all screwss.
An immediate application of this is to the compliance axes we met in the last section. IfsT = (0T , vT )

is a force compliance axis of a stable stiffness matrix then,

(0T , vT )K
(

0
v

)
= η(0T , vT )

(
c× v

v

)
= η|v|2

Since this must be positive we must have thatη > 0. Similarly a torque-compliant axis for a stable stiffness
matrix must have a positive eigenvalueµ.
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Another consequence of the above is that, for a stable stiffness matrix the submatricesΞ andΥ must be
positive definite. This means that the Lončaríc invariant is never zero,

L = det(Tr(Υ)I3 −Υ) 6= 0

This could only vanish ifΥ had a pair of eigenvalues equal in magnitude but with opposite signs. Hence, a
stable stiffness matrix can always be transformed to Lončaríc normal form.

By Sylvester’s law of inertia, sinceK is positive definite we can find a non-singular matrixM which
diagonalisesK. That is,MTKM = I6. So the characteristic equation for the eigenstiffnesses can be
written,

0 = det(MT ) det(K − λQ0) det(M) = det(I6 − λMTQ0M)

This means that the eigenstiffnesses are the inverses of the standard eigenvalues of the matrixMTQ0M .
This is a non-singular symmetric matrix, hence all it’s eigenvalues are real. Moreover, a short calculation
reveals thatQ0 has rank 6 and semi-index 0, that is, it has 3 positive and 3 negative eigenvalues. The rank
and semi-index of a matrix are invariant with respect to non-singular congruences, thus we may infer that a
stiffness matrixK is stable if and only if it has 3 positive and 3 negative eigenstiffnesses.

The result depends on the existence of a matrixM , however, this matrix is not invariant with respect to
rigid changes, in different coordinate frames the matrixM , which diagonalisesK, will be different. But
this does not affect the argument.

Now, since we can use the expansion of the stiffness matrix found in section 4.2,(
Ξ Γ

ΓT Υ

)
=

6∑
i=1

λi
2ωi · vi

(
vivTi viωTi
ωivTi ωiω

T
i

)
Our condition for stability must hold for the eigenscrews and hence we have,

sTi Ksi = λisTi Q0si = 2λiπi|ωi|2 > 0

From this we see that the pitch of an eigenscrew cannot be zero or infinite (ωi ·ωi = 0) for a stable stiffness
matrix. Further, since|ωi|2 is always positive, we see thatπi must have the same sign asλi and thus for
a stable stiffness matrix we must have three eigenscrews with positive pitches (right-handed) and 3 with
negative pitches (left-handed).

7 Conclusions

In this work we have looked at several ways of studying the stiffness matrix for a rigid body at equilibrium
in an arbitrary potential field. This is a huge subject and we have only been able to give a few results and
examples. However, we hope that this is enough to give a flavour of the subject and possibly stimulate
further work.

Many workers in this area also consider the compliance matrix of the system. A dual theory will exist
for this matrix, however, in the case where the stiffness matrix is non-singular the compliance matrix is
simply the inverse of the stiffness matrix. Hence all results for the compliance matrix can be derived from
the stiffness matrix, nevertheless some problems are more neatly expressed in terms of the compliance
matrix of the system.
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There are still many outstanding problems here. For example, suppose we had a pair of stiffness matrices
with exactly the same set of von Mises’s invariants, is there always a rigid change of coordinates which will
transform one matrix into the other?

Another example is the precise relationship between Ball’s principal screws and the von Mises’ invari-
ants. We have given a few results in this direction but in general the eigenstiffnesses, the pitches of the
principal screws and their disposition are invariants of the stiffness matrix and hence it should be possible
to find the von Mises’ invariants in terms of these invariants.

In general, it is the covariants of the stiffness matrix as well as the invariants that we should be interested
in. Covariants are vectors and matrices whose entries are polynomial functions of the stiffness matrix’s
entries and which transform according to some representation of the group of rigid body motions. Clearly,
many covariants can be constructed from the principal screws and compliance axes. However we have
already seen an example in the3× 3 symmetric matrixΞ− ΓΥ−1ΓT .

One of the difficulties in this work is the large amount of symbolic computation that is required. Modern
computer algebra programs should be able to make short work of this and hence we expect substantial
progress in the near future.

One problem that we have not addressed at all here is the problem of designing systems with a given
stiffness matrix. There are several works in the literature where this is solved for systems of simple springs,
see [11]. We hope that this work will inform a slightly different problem: What should the stiffness matrix
be for the system we want to design? This is essentially the view taken in [4, 5], Patterson and Lipkin claim
that their force-compliant and torque-compliant axes are important for practical systems. Once the desired
stiffness matrix has been chosen we can set about the problem of realising it using springs and so forth.

However, there is another application for this approach in robotics. Rather than build passive systems
we could implement the stiffness using the control system of the robot. This is the idea behind impedance
control. Current impedance control methods do not usually take account of the complexity of the stiffness
matrix, often the desired stiffness matrix is simply chosen to be diagonal. Of course there is another problem
here, we need a damping matrix!
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8 Appendix — Von Mises’ Invariants in Terms of Determinants

The first result here serves to set up our notation.

b6 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

x11 x12 x13 γ11 γ12 γ13

x12 x22 x23 γ21 γ22 γ23

x13 x23 x33 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ11 γ21 γ31 u11 u12 u13

γ12 γ22 γ32 u12 u22 u23

γ13 γ23 γ33 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= det(K) = det(Υ) det

(
Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT

)

b5 = 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x13 γ11 γ12 γ13

x22 x23 γ21 γ22 γ23

x23 x33 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ22 γ32 u12 u22 u23

γ23 γ33 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x13 γ11 γ12 γ13

x12 x23 γ21 γ22 γ23

x13 x33 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ11 γ31 u11 u12 u13

γ13 γ33 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x12 γ11 γ12 γ13

x12 x22 γ21 γ22 γ23

x13 x23 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ11 γ21 u11 u12 u13

γ12 γ22 u12 u22 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b4 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x12 γ11 γ12

x12 x22 γ21 γ22

γ11 γ21 u11 u12

γ12 γ22 u12 u22

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x13 γ11 γ13

x13 x33 γ31 γ33

γ11 γ31 u11 u13

γ13 γ33 u13 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x22 x23 γ22 γ23

x23 x33 γ32 γ33

γ22 γ32 u22 u23

γ23 γ33 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x13 γ11 γ13

x23 x33 γ31 γ33

γ22 γ32 u12 u23

γ23 γ33 u13 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x13 γ11 γ12

x12 x23 γ21 γ22

γ11 γ31 u11 u12

γ13 γ33 u13 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x13 γ11 γ12

x22 x23 γ21 γ22

γ22 γ32 u12 u22

γ23 γ33 u13 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x23 γ22 γ23

x13 x33 γ32 γ33

γ11 γ31 u12 u13

γ13 γ33 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x12 γ11 γ13

x13 x23 γ31 γ33

γ11 γ21 u11 u13

γ12 γ22 u12 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x22 γ22 γ23

x13 x23 γ32 γ33

γ11 γ21 u12 u13

γ12 γ22 u22 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x12 x13 γ11

γ11 γ21 γ31 u11

γ12 γ22 γ32 u12

γ13 γ23 γ33 u13

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x22 x23 γ22

γ11 γ21 γ31 u12

γ12 γ22 γ32 u22

γ13 γ23 γ33 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x13 x23 x33 γ33

γ11 γ21 γ31 u13

γ12 γ22 γ32 u23

γ13 γ23 γ33 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 γ11 γ12 γ13

x12 γ21 γ22 γ23

x13 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ11 u11 u12 u13

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 γ11 γ12 γ13

x22 γ21 γ22 γ23

x23 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ22 u12 u22 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x13 γ11 γ12 γ13

x23 γ21 γ22 γ23

x33 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ33 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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b3 = 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x13 γ11

γ22 γ32 u12

γ23 γ33 u13

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x13 γ11

γ11 γ31 u11

γ13 γ33 u13

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x12 γ11

γ11 γ21 u11

γ12 γ22 u12

∣∣∣∣∣∣+

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x22 x23 γ22

γ22 γ32 u22

γ23 γ33 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x23 γ22

γ11 γ31 u12

γ13 γ33 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x22 γ22

γ11 γ21 u12

γ12 γ22 u22

∣∣∣∣∣∣+

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x23 x33 γ33

γ22 γ32 u23

γ23 γ33 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x13 x33 γ33

γ11 γ31 u13

γ13 γ33 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x13 x23 γ33

γ11 γ21 u13

γ12 γ22 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ11 γ12 γ13

γ21 γ22 γ23

γ31 γ32 γ33

∣∣∣∣∣∣
b2 = 2

∣∣∣∣ γ11 γ12

γ21 γ22

∣∣∣∣+ 2
∣∣∣∣ γ11 γ13

γ31 γ33

∣∣∣∣+ 2
∣∣∣∣ γ22 γ23

γ32 γ33

∣∣∣∣−
2
∣∣∣∣x12 γ11

γ22 u12

∣∣∣∣− 2
∣∣∣∣x13 γ11

γ33 u13

∣∣∣∣− 2
∣∣∣∣x23 γ22

γ33 u23

∣∣∣∣−∣∣∣∣x11 γ11

γ11 u11

∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣x22 γ22

γ22 u22

∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣x33 γ33

γ33 u33

∣∣∣∣
b1 = 2γ11 + 2γ22 + 2γ33 = 2 Tr(Γ)

b′6 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x22 x23 γ21 γ22 γ23

x23 x33 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ21 γ31 u11 u12 u13

γ22 γ32 u12 u22 u23

γ23 γ33 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x13 γ11 γ12 γ13

x13 x33 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ11 γ31 u11 u12 u13

γ12 γ32 u12 u22 u23

γ13 γ33 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x12 γ11 γ12 γ13

x12 x22 γ21 γ22 γ23

γ11 γ21 u11 u12 u13

γ12 γ22 u12 u22 u23

γ13 γ23 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= det(Υ)Θ(Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT

)

b′′6 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 γ11 γ12 γ13

γ11 u11 u12 u13

γ12 u12 u22 u23

γ13 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x22 γ21 γ22 γ23

γ21 u11 u12 u13

γ22 u12 u22 u23

γ23 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x33 γ31 γ32 γ33

γ31 u11 u12 u13

γ32 u12 u22 u23

γ33 u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= det(Υ) Tr

(
Ξ− ΓΥ−1ΓT

)

b′5 = 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x23 x33 γ31 γ33

γ21 γ31 u11 u13

γ22 γ32 u12 u23

γ23 γ33 u13 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x22 x23 γ21 γ22

γ21 γ31 u11 u12

γ22 γ32 u12 u22

γ23 γ33 u13 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x13 x33 γ32 γ33

γ11 γ31 u12 u13

γ12 γ32 u22 u23

γ13 γ33 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x13 γ11 γ12

γ11 γ31 u11 u12

γ12 γ32 u12 u22

γ13 γ33 u13 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 x22 γ22 γ23

γ11 γ21 u12 u13

γ12 γ22 u22 u23

γ13 γ23 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 x12 γ11 γ13

γ11 γ21 u11 u13

γ12 γ22 u12 u23

γ13 γ23 u13 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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b′′5 = 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ11 u12 u13

γ12 u22 u23

γ13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ21 u11 u13

γ22 u12 u23

γ23 u13 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ31 u11 u12

γ32 u12 u22

γ33 u13 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 2 Tr(Υ2Γ) + Tr(Υ)2 Tr(Γ)− 2 Tr(Υ) Tr(ΥΓ)− Tr(Υ2) Tr(Γ)

b′4 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x33 γ31 γ33

γ31 u11 u13

γ33 u13 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x22 γ21 γ22

γ21 u11 u12

γ22 u12 u22

∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x33 γ32 γ33

γ32 u22 u23

γ33 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣+∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 γ11 γ12

γ11 u11 u12

γ12 u12 u22

∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x22 γ22 γ23

γ22 u22 u23

γ23 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x11 γ11 γ13

γ11 u11 u13

γ13 u13 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣+

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x23 γ31 γ33

γ21 u11 u13

γ22 u12 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x13 γ32 γ33

γ11 u12 u13

γ12 u22 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x12 γ22 γ23

γ11 u12 u13

γ13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣−

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ21 γ31 u11

γ22 γ32 u12

γ23 γ33 u13

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ11 γ31 u12

γ12 γ32 u22

γ13 γ33 u23

∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ11 γ21 u13

γ12 γ22 u23

γ13 γ23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣
b′3 = 2

∣∣∣∣ γ11 γ12

u12 u22

∣∣∣∣+ 2
∣∣∣∣ γ22 γ23

u23 u33

∣∣∣∣+ 2
∣∣∣∣ γ11 γ13

u13 u33

∣∣∣∣− 2
∣∣∣∣ γ31 γ33

u11 u13

∣∣∣∣− 2
∣∣∣∣ γ21 γ22

u11 u12

∣∣∣∣− 2
∣∣∣∣ γ32 γ33

u22 u23

∣∣∣∣
= 2 Tr(Υ) Tr(Γ)− 2 Tr(ΥΓ)

a1 = u11 + u22 + u33 = Tr(Υ)

a2 =
∣∣∣∣u11 u12

u12 u22

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣u11 u13

u13 u33

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣u22 u23

u23 u33

∣∣∣∣ = Θ(Υ) = 1
2 (Tr(Υ2)− Tr(Υ)2)

a3 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
u11 u12 u13

u12 u22 u23

u13 u23 u33

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = det(Υ)


